A Persistent Non-uniformitarian Paleomagnetic Field in the Devonian?
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Abstract
The Devonian, like much of the Paleozoic, has long been a problematic period for paleomagnetism. Devonian paleomagnetic data are generally difficult to interpret and have complex partial or full overprints; problems that arise in data obtained from both sedimentary and igneous rocks. As a result, the reconstruction of tectonic plate motions, performed largely using apparent polar wander paths, has large uncertainty. Similarly, the Devonian geomagnetic polarity time scale is very poorly constrained. Paleointensity studies suggest that the field was much weaker than the modern field, and it has been hypothesised that this was accompanied by many polarity reversals (a hyperreversing field). We sampled middle to upper Devonian sections in Germany, Poland and Canada which show low conodont alteration indices, implying low thermal maturity. We show in this study that there are significant issues with these data, and they are not straightforward to interpret, even though no significant heating and remineralisation was likely to have caused overprinting. We compare our data to other magnetostratigraphic studies from the Devonian and review the polarity pattern as presented in the Geologic Time Scale. Combined with estimates for the strength of the magnetic field during the Devonian, we suggest that the field during the Devonian might have been so weak and in part non-dipolar that obtaining reliable primary paleomagnetic data from Devonian rocks is challenging. Careful examination of all data, no matter how unusual, is the best way to push forward our understanding of the Devonian magnetic field. Paleointensity studies show that the field during the Devonian had a similar low strength to that recently advocated during the Ediacaran. Independent evidence from malformed spores around the Devonian-Carboniferous boundary suggests that the terrestrial extinction connected to the Hangenberg event, was caused by increased UV-B radiation, supporting the weak field hypothesis. A fundamentally weak and possibly non-dipolar field during the Devonian could have been produced, in part, by true polar wander acting to maximise core-mantle heat flow in the equatorial region. It may also have influenced evolution and extinctions in this time period. There is a large-number of paleobiological crises in the Devonian, and we pose the question, did the Earth’s magnetic field influence these crises?
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1. Introduction

The Devonian Period lasted for around 60 million years, and spanned the time from 419 to 359 million years ago (Becker et al., 2020). The Devonian was a key interval in which land-plant cover expanded from a ground-level green skin, localized in wet habitats, to extensive forests across humid regions (Le Hir et al., 2011). The first seed plants appeared in the mid-Famennian (Prestianni and Gerrienne, 2010), and the first terrestrial tetrapods in the Eifelian (Niedźwiedzki et al., 2010). Life flourished in the oceans, and in the Givetian-Frasnian the marine faunas attained their highest genus-level richness for the entire Paleozoic (e.g. Bambach et al., 2002). At the same time, reefs with a high diversity of metazoan organisms reached their peak abundance for the Paleozoic (Kiessling et al., 2003). Devonian paleogeography comprised three major continents. The largest of these, Gondwana, consisted of present-day South America, Africa, Arabia, India, Antarctica and Australia, and was positioned in the high latitudes of the southern hemisphere. Gondwana made up more than half of all landmass on Earth (Torsvik, 2019). Laurussia consisted of North America, Greenland and Baltica and was positioned in low latitudes, straddling the equator, while Siberia was positioned in the northern hemisphere (Torsvik and Cocks, 2013). During the Devonian, the terrestrial facies of the ‘Old Red Sandstone’ were deposited in large parts of present-day northwest Europe, Greenland and northeast North America. The climate during the Devonian was warm, indicated by a lack of glacial deposits. Throughout the Middle and Late Devonian, the atmospheric pO₂ rose from ~0.7 of the present-day atmospheric level (PAL) to present-day concentration, while pCO₂ dropped from 5.0-6.0 PAL to just slightly more than the pre-industrial Holocene level (Lenton et al., 2018), and this major shift in Earth surface conditions is likely linked to the spread of land vegetation, including wetland forests (Le Hir et al., 2011; Strother et al., 2010). At the end of the Devonian, the climate had cooled enough for significant ice sheets to develop (isaacson et al., 2008). This latest Famennian glaciation in the high latitudes of Gondwana heralded the advent of the protracted icehouse termed the late Paleozoic Ice Age (Montañez and Poulsen, 2013). The Devonian was a time of many biotic crises in the marine realm, particularly in the Middle and Late Devonian. Metrics for these biotic crises evolved for almost half a century based on the Paleobiology Database (https://paleobiodb.org). As reviewed by McGhee et al. (2013), the genus-level taxonomic loss places four Devonian extinctions (Frasnian-Famennian, late Givetian, latest Famennian, and latest Eifelian) in the 10 most severe extinctions of the post-Cambrian Phanerozoic. These same events also enter the top ten list based on the estimate of their ecologic severity (McGhee et al., 2013). Other events during the Devonian were taxonomic radiations, a cascade of evolutionary innovations in marine faunas and sudden spreads of marine organisms linked to transgressions (Becker et al., 2016). Causes for nearly all of these perturbations are still heavily debated (e.g. Bond et al., 2004; Aretz, 2021; Boyer et al., 2021; Fields et al., 2020; Kailho et al., 2021; Marshall, 2020; McGhee and Racki, 2021; Paschall et al., 2019). Many of the perturbations share similarities, as most are coincident with spreads of shelfal anoxia and linked effects (e.g. narrowing benthic habitats and ocean acidification), and many biotic events are linked to marine transgressions. There are two major mass extinctions during the Late Devonian, one at the Frasnian-Famennian boundary and one at the Devonian-Carboniferous boundary. Nearly all of the Devonian events are accompanied by black shale deposition with a shallow, often photic-zone chemocline fluctuating in the water column (Kabanov and Jiang, 2020), and the nature and magnitude of sea-level fluctuations during the Devonian is also a matter of debate (Carmichael et al., 2019; Kabanov and Jiang, 2020).

Since the early days of paleomagnetism, researchers have primarily focused on obtaining paleopoles from Devonian rocks in order to reconstruct paleolatitudes and motions of the continents. However, Devonian paleomagnetic data have been troubling, with many later studies arguing that data from previous studies were unreliable due to later remagnetisations (e.g. Abrajевич et al., 2007; Aïfa, 1993; Aïfa et al., 1990; Bachtadse et al., 1987; Bachtadse and Briden, 1991, 1990, 1989; Briden et al., 1984; Huang et al., 2000; Schmidt et al., 1986; Smethurst and Khramov, 1992; Stearns et al., 1989). Although there is a wealth of studies that have attempted to obtain Devonian paleopoles, only very few datasets are considered good quality (Van der Voo’s Q >3; Van der Voo, 1990). This has resulted in a scarcity of reliable data for the reconstruction of apparent
polar wander paths (Torsvik et al., 2012). This dearth of data affects to a larger extent the known geomagnetic polarity time during the Devonian (see Figure 1). Although polarity patterns are presented for the Early and part of the Middle Devonian (Becker et al., 2012), and more recently also for the Late Devonian (Becker et al., 2020; Hansma et al., 2015; Ogg et al., 2016a), a large portion of the Devonian is still unresolved in detail (grey in the timescale). The polarity patterns have furthermore not been confirmed through studies of sections in different parts of the world, or are based on data that is poorly accessible (Early and Middle Devonian; e.g. Guzhikov, 2019; Ogg and Smith, 2004). Thus, there is a strong need for new magnetostratigraphic studies in the Paleozoic, and especially the Devonian. Studies on the strength of the magnetic field (paleointensity), show that the Earth’s magnetic field during the Devonian was very weak (Hawkins, 2018; Hawkins et al., 2020, 2019; Shcherbakova et al., 2017). Several studies have also posed the hypothesis that the field was non-dipolar in some time intervals (Shatsilo and Pavlov, 2019; Shcherbakova et al., 2017).

![Devonian Time Scales](image)

**Fig. 1** – A comparison between different timescales. The 2020 timescale is from Becker et al. (2020). The 2016 timescale is from Ogg et al. (2016a), and is similar to the 2012 version of Becker et al. (2012) with the addition of the data from the Canning basin of Hansma et al. (2015). The 2012 timescale is made using TScreator version 6.2 which is based on Becker et al. (2012). The 2004 timescale is from House and Gradstein (2004). The Russian time scale comparisons are modified after Kolesov (2005), who compares new results from outcrops from the Magadan, Sakha and Chukotka regions (far east Russia) to the timescale of Khramov and Shkatova (2000).

### 1.1 This study

We set out to sample different Devonian sections, which overlap in age with each other, or with the single existing Devonian magnetostratigraphic record from the Canning Basin in Australia (Hansma et al., 2015), in
order to compare the results. We selected sections that had a low thermal maturity, indicated by a low conodont colour alteration index (CAI; Epstein et al., 1977; Rejebian et al., 1987) and Tmax parameter of programmed pyrolysis (Peters and Cassa, 1994). CAI values of less than 3 indicate that the sediments were heated up to an estimated maximum temperature of 200 °C (e.g. Königshof, 2003), which could permit preservation of primary Devonian signals. A Tmax of less than 465°C is an indication that the kerogen thermal maturation did not proceed beyond the oil window (Peters and Cassa, 1994). We explored promising sections that also showed little evidence of remineralisation, in order to maximise chances that these sections preserved a primary signal of the Devonian magnetic field. We sampled three sections for magnetostratigraphy, in Germany, Poland and Canada, of Middle Devonian to Mississippian age (see Fig. 2).

We compare our data to the body of published paleomagnetic studies and review the Devonian geomagnetic polarity timescale, paleopoles and paleointensity data. We explore explanations for the prevalence of suboptimal data and controversial findings in this time period. We consider several candidate explanations and present a new hypothesis purporting that the paleomagnetic field was non-uniformitarian through some or all of the Devonian and that this may explain the “Devonian paleomagnetic wasteland” as well as other geological phenomena reported at this time in Earth’s history.

![Fig. 2](image-url) – The three sampled sections with a map of their locations and the timescale from Becker et al. (2020) and reversal rates for the timescale down to the beginning of the Ordovician from Hounslow et al. (2018).
2. Geologic setting

2.1 Germany

The Blankenheim section in the Eifel region of Germany (50.44104°N, 6.63705°E) comprises ca. 8 m shales and carbonates (Junkerberg Fm and Freilingen Fm) of Eifelian age (Königshof et al., 2016). The section covers most of the Tortodus kockelianus conodont zone. Although the lower boundary of this conodont zone is unconstrained, the top of the section contains the upper boundary of the kockelianus Zone with the overlying Polygnathus ensensis Zone (transition from the Junkerberg Fm to the Freilingen Fm; Fig. 3). Colour alteration indices for the Blankenheim section possess some of the lowest values known for Devonian conodonts, around 1.5-2.0, indicating very low thermal maturity, equating to temperatures of a maximum of 80 °C (Königshof, 2003; Königshof et al., 2016).

Fig. 3 – Lithological log of the Blankenheim section with sample positions, bulk magnetic susceptibility and NRM intensity (measurements in pink have uncertainties of >20%).
2.2 Poland

The Racławka and Czatkowice sections are located in the south of Poland, near the city of Krakow (Krzeszowice area). The Czatkowice section (50.15944° N, 19.64142° E) is the longer of the two, and is in an active quarry. The Racławka section is located in a valley to the northeast of Czatkowice (50.17872° N, 19.68244° E). Both sections contain latest Devonian-earliest Carboniferous carbonates, which are correlated to the Mississippian of Belgium based on a foraminifer and coral biostratigraphy (Poty et al., 2003). Southern Poland was part of the Moravia-Silesia Basin during the Late Devonian and Early Carboniferous, with the study region forming part of a carbonate platform that existed from the Eifelian (Middle Devonian) to the Viséan (mid Early Carboniferous; Belka et al., 1996; Poty et al., 2003; Szulczewski and Dvorák, 1995; Wójcik, 2012). The succession of Carboniferous carbonates in the Czatkowice quarry is almost one kilometre thick and made up mostly of shallow-water carbonates. The stratigraphic interval sampled from the Czatkowice quarry ranges from the Racławka Formation, containing the Devonian-Carboniferous boundary in the eastern quarry front, to the Czerna Formation of Viséan age (Paszkowski, in: Dvorák et al., 1995; Poty et al., 2003). Conodont biostratigraphy on the Przy Granicy Formation indicates a late Tournaisian age (Gnathodus cuneiformis zone; Appelt, 1998). Nearly 100 samples from 32 levels were collected during several field campaigns from 2016-2018 (Figure 4). CAI values at Czatkowice and Racławka are around 1 although other areas closer to Permian intrusions have higher CAI (Belka, 1993).

![Figure 4](image-url)

**Fig. 4** – Lithological logs and correlation of the Racławka and Czatkowice sections, sampled levels and NRM intensity (measurements in pink have uncertainties of >20%).
2.3 Canada

Prohibition Creek (65.18776° N, 126.22096° W) is located near Norman Wells, in the centre of the Sahtu First Nation Lands of the Northwest Territories in Canada. It is a small creek that cuts the Franklin Mountains and feeds into the Mackenzie River. Outcrops along Prohibition Creek range in age from Cambrian to Late Devonian (Fallas and McNaughton, 2013). We assessed the Middle Devonian limestones of the Hume Formation and the basinal mudrocks of the Middle Devonian Hare Indian and Frasnian Canol Formations (Kabanov, in press). For an extended description of these units in Prohibition Creek, see Kabanov et al. (2019). Our initial aim was to capture the full section, but the Hare Indian and Canol shales were found too fissile to acquire core plugs. We then decided to focus on the limestones of the Hume Formation. Like the Blankenheim section, the Hume Formation covers the *Tortodus kockelianus* Zone of the Eifelian (Gouwy, 2021). In the Hume type section along the Hume River, the base of the Hume Fm is in the *Tortodus australis* Zone of earliest Late Eifelian age (Uyeno et al., 2017). The top of the Hume Fm, like the Blankenheim section, is in the *Polygnathus ensensis* Zone. The section that we sampled in Prohibition Creek in this study covers the top of the Hume Fm, and the lower part of the Hume Fm was not sampled, so comparisons with thickness between the Hume River and Prohibition Creek sections are difficult. The thickness of the Hume Fm has been estimated at 114.3 metres (Gouwy et al., 2021). The Prohibition Creek section was selected for its location in the zone of low thermal maturity where Tmax is within 426-465°C and where organic-matter biomarkers are well preserved (Kabanov and Jiang, 2020). Like the Blankenheim section, the CAI values in Prohibition Creek are very low (1.5-2.0; Gouwy, 2006). Because the Blankenheim section and the Prohibition Creek section both cover the same interval, they provide an excellent opportunity for comparison of paleomagnetic records from two different parts of the globe during the Eifelian. A lithological log of the section with sample positions is shown in Figure 5.

![Lithological log of the Hume Formation](image)

Fig. 5 – Lithological log of the Hume Formation with sampled levels, bulk magnetic susceptibility and NRM intensity (measurements in pink have uncertainties of >20%). The log is modified after Kabanov et al. (2019).
3. Methods

3.1 Germany

In July 2019, 100 samples were taken for magnetostratigraphy of carbonates of the Blankenheim section. Shales in the section were too fissile and no cores could be drilled in this lithology. Standard paleomagnetic cores (25 mm Ø) were drilled using a gasoline-powered motor drill, and oriented using a magnetic compass. Directions were corrected for a present-day declination (International Geomagnetic Reference Field; IGRF) of 2°. Cores were subsequently cut into specimens of ~22 mm long. Specimens were processed at the University of Liverpool. A total of 39 specimens were subjected to stepwise thermal demagnetisation, 40 were demagnetised using alternating field (AF) demagnetisation, and another 29 specimens were demagnetised using a combination of thermal and AF demagnetisation. Thermal demagnetisation was performed by progressive heating in a shielded furnace for one hour, taking steps of 20–55 °C, up to 400 °C. AF demagnetisation was performed on the automated RAPID 2G-Entreprises Superconducting Rock Magnetometer (hereafter referred to as “RAPID”), equipped with three DC-SQUIDS, and a noise level of $10^{-12}$ Am², which measures a singly positioned sample for four measurements of each axis. As specimens were weak, we flipped the samples and measured four positions again after each step, so each specimen was measured eight times in total per step. Typical holder magnetisations were around 10% of the NRM of the specimens.

For samples of all locations, vectors were calculated using principal component analysis (Kirschvink, 1980) on Zijderveld diagrams (Zijderveld, 1967) in the interpretation portal of Paleomagnetism.org (Koymans et al., 2016). As the bedding of the Blankenheim section is subhorizontal, there is no tectonic correction on the directions. Mean directions were calculated using Fisher statistics (Fisher, 1953). We determined great circles for two components with overlapping blocking temperatures or coercivity. Lines and planes were determined following an eigenvector approach (Kirschvink, 1980). We use the method of McFadden and McElhinny (1988) to determine great circle solutions.

Susceptibility versus temperature runs up to 700 °C in air were performed using an MFK-1 Kappabridge with CS4 furnace with a sensitivity of $10^{-7}$ SI. Multiple heating (6°/minute) and cooling runs (10°/minute) were performed.

3.2 Poland

Oriented hand samples were taken from the Racławka section (R samples) and Czatkowice quarry (C samples), from which conventional paleomagnetic cores (25 mm Ø) were drilled in the paleomagnetic laboratory of the Polish Geological institute. 24 hand samples from the Czatkowice quarry were taken, as well as 12 of the Racławka section. The sampled part for this study contains the uppermost part of the Racławka Formation, as samples were taken close to the Devonian-Carboniferous boundary. A tentative correlation between the Racławka and Czatkowice sections was based on the position of characteristic oolite-layer assumed as Devonian-Carboniferous boundary interval (Fig. 4). Samples were processed at the Paleomagnetic laboratory Fort Hoofddijk, of Utrecht University, the Netherlands. In total 98 specimens were subjected to thermal (66 specimens) and alternating field (AF; 98 specimens) demagnetisation. Thermal demagnetisation was performed in a magnetically shielded furnace to maximum temperatures of 340 °C, using temperature increments of 20–60 °C. Thermally demagnetised specimens were treated with AF demagnetisation to avoid alteration by a chemical remanent magnetisation (cf. van Velzen and Zijderveld, 1995). AF demagnetisation was performed with steps of 4–10 mT using an in-house built robotized system (dynamic range $3 \times 10^{-12}$ to $5 \times 10^{-5}$ Am²; Mullender et al., 2016). After each demagnetisation step, the natural remanent magnetisation (NRM) was measured eight times on a 2G Enterprise horizontal cryogenic magnetometer equipped with three DC SQUIDS (noise level $3\times 10^{-12}$ Am²). Typical holder magnetisations were around 10% of the NRM of the samples. Thermomagnetic runs were performed on powdered samples, using a modified horizontal translation...
Curie balance with a cycling field, usually 150–300 mT (Mullender et al., 1993). Six cycles of heating and cooling were performed, up to a temperature of 700 °C. Isothermal remanent magnetisation (IRM) acquisition curves were obtained, performing orthogonal IRM thermal demagnetization, up to 700 mT. The IRM was subsequently measured by use of the robotized SQUID magnetometer. Kappabridge measurements were performed at the geomagnetism laboratory of the University of Liverpool, using the AGICO MFK-1 with a furnace attachment. Six heating and cooling cycles were performed on powdered samples up to a temperature of 700°C. Samples are repeatedly heated and cooled, after which the susceptibility is measured. Declination (D) and inclination (I) angles were calculated for pre-tilt (TC) and post-tilt (NOTC) signals.

3.3 Canada

More than 115 samples were taken at 44 levels of over 60 metres of section of the Hume Formation, as well as 6 samples from 3 levels of the Canol shale. Sampling methods and lab procedures were the same as described earlier for the samples from Germany. All measured orientations in the field were corrected for a local declination of 20° (IGRF). A total of 40 specimens were subjected to stepwise thermal demagnetisation, 12 were demagnetised using alternating field (AF) demagnetisation, and another 81 specimens were demagnetised using a combination of thermal and AF demagnetisation.

4. Results

4.1 Germany

4.1.1 Temperature-dependent magnetic susceptibility

Magnetic susceptibility is usually below 10 x 10^-6 SI at the start of the experiment. Magnetic susceptibility increases slightly upon heating, after which a drop follows at a temperature of ~580°C, the Curie temperature of magnetite (Fig. 6). All specimens show a peak just before 580°C, which could be a Hopkinson peak (e.g. Dunlop, 2014) which is indicative of single domain(SD)/pseudo-single domain (PSD, or vortex state; Roberts et al., 2017) magnetite. Alternatively, this peak could be related to alteration, which is often the case in sediments. Susceptibility generally is much higher after heating, showing irreversible behaviour from between 300 and 400°C, indicating the formation of new magnetic minerals. This is also seen by the large susceptibility increase upon cooling below 600°C.

4.1.2 Directions

Samples generally have NRM intensities of tens to hundreds of microamperes per metre. Due to these weak intensities, measuring on the RAPID magnetometer was challenging, and the RAPID would often give erratic measurements (seen in measurements as a ‘quadrature pattern’, which happens when the background field inside the system is higher than the moment of the specimen and holder together), indicated by high uncertainties. To avoid these erratic measurements, we sometimes measured specimens several times, and removed all measurements that have standard deviation larger than 20% of the signal for interpretation. All demagnetisation data are provided in the supplementary information (files S1, S3 and S6).

Demagnetisation behaviour generally does not define only linear segments on Zijderveld plots, but many specimens exhibit incomplete component separation characterised by demagnetisation paths along great-circles. All samples except for one contained a low temperature/low coercivity (LC) component in the direction of the modern field, in some cases, this could not be removed (see Fig. 7A). A large proportion of samples shows a strong reversed (possibly Kiaman-age) overprint, which in many cases cannot be fully demagnetised (see Fig. 7B and 7C). Characteristic remanent magnetisation (ChRM) generally decreases towards the origin of the Zijderveld diagrams (see Fig. 7), although some specimens cluster (Fig. 7E and 7F) and in some cases, the paths seem to pass the origin (see Fig. 7G). The low temperature/coercivity (LT) component has a mean
direction of $D=11.9^\circ$, $I=66.2^\circ$, $\alpha_{95}=3.0^\circ$ (Fig. 8a). Although the declination is slightly high, the inclination agrees well with expected directions of the GAD (geocentric axial dipole) field (around 67.6°).

Fig. 6 – Kappabridge susceptibility versus temperature runs of three samples of limestones from the Blankenheim section. On the left are single runs, on the right are multi-segment runs. Red lines indicate heating curves, blue lines are cooling curves. The Curie temperature of magnetite (580 °C) is indicated with a grey dashed line.

Around half of the samples show a strong southerly and negative middle stability component (MT), which in most cases remains at the highest demagnetisation steps (see Fig. 7B and 7C). This component has a mean of $D=204.9^\circ$, $I=-24.2^\circ$, $\alpha_{95}=5.1^\circ$ (see Fig. 8B). The APWP (apparent polar wander path) of Torsvik et al. (2012) predicts directions (converted to reverse polarity) for the Kiaman superchron, (≈320-260 Ma), of $\text{dec}=205^\circ \pm 5^\circ$ (320 Ma) to $\text{dec}=202^\circ \pm 3^\circ$ (260 Ma) and $\text{inc}=12^\circ \pm 9^\circ$ (320 Ma) to $\text{inc}=-34^\circ \pm 4^\circ$ (260 Ma). The reverse directions that we observe in many samples agree well with Kiaman directions as expected for the location of Blankenheim (see stars in Fig. 8B) between 320 Ma and 260 Ma. The medium temperature/coercivity (MT) directions are closer to the predicted directions at 260 Ma, so we consider this component to have been acquired during the Permian. Ribbert (1983) mentions that orogenesis in the region occurred during the late Carboniferous, which could have resulted in overprinting. Zwing and Bachtadse (2000) report a Kiaman overprint in the Rhenish Massif with a direction of $\text{dec}=186.3^\circ$, $\text{inc}=8.0^\circ$, indicating that the direction in their study could represent an older overprint compared to our Blankenheim reverse polarity Kiaman directions (no overlapping $\alpha_{95}$ cones).

The characteristic remanent magnetisation (ChRM) generally decreases towards the origin of the Zijderveld diagrams (see Fig. 7), although in some samples the ChRM does not fully demagnetise (Fig. 7E and 7F), and in
other cases misses the origin (Fig. 7G). The mean of the ChRM component is $\text{dec} = 207.5^\circ$, $\text{inc} = 33.8^\circ$ and $\alpha_{95} = 8.5$. Reported directions for the Late Devonian in Rhenish Massif are around $\text{dec} = 200^\circ$ $\text{inc} = 40^\circ$ for reverse polarity samples (see Fig. 8C; closed blue star), and $\text{dec} = 10^\circ$, $\text{inc} = -43^\circ$ for normal polarity samples (see Fig. 8C; open blue star) (Zwing and Bachtadse, 2000). The ChRM components (69 directions and 2 great-circle solutions) in the Blankenheim section overlap with the Late Devonian reverse polarity direction of Zwing and Bachtadse (2000). We note, however, that this direction is also an intermediate direction between a present day field and a Kiaman overprint, and in some cases, it seems likely the Kiaman direction is not fully resolved (see for example Fig. 7D and 7I). About half, 73 specimens, did not yield ChRM directions, and only showed low temperature components or Kiaman directions. We do not observe any directions resembling a Devonian normal polarity.

**Fig. 7** – Examples of representative Zijderveld diagrams of samples from the Blankenheim section with interpreted vectors (red and green lines). As bedding in the section is subhorizontal, tectonic corrections are not applicable.
Fig. 8 – Equal area plots of interpreted directions. A. Interpreted low temperature/low coercivity components. B. Interpreted reverse polarity components with expected directions based on the Eurasian APWP of Torsvik et al. (2012). The red star represents the expected direction at 260 Ma (Permian), the turquoise star is the expected direction at 320 Ma (Carboniferous). C. Interpreted characteristic remanent magnetisation (ChRM) components, with blue star marking the direction from Zwing and Bachtadse (2000).
4.2 Poland

4.2.1 Thermomagnetic and susceptibility versus temperature runs

As all of the samples have extremely weak magnetisations (tens to hundreds of microamperes per metre), thermomagnetic runs using a Curie balance and Variable Field Translation Balance (VFTB) measurements yielded no useful results. Kappabridge runs show an increase of susceptibility up to ~300°C, after which the susceptibility rises more sharply up to around 420°C (Fig. 9). Subsequently, susceptibility starts to decrease until around 550°C, likely indicating the presence of low Ti-titanomagnetite, with specimens generally showing reversible behaviour.

IRM acquisition curves show mixtures of a low coercivity magnetite phase and a high coercivity (>300 mT) hematite phase (see Fig. 10), divisible into two groups. The first group, which includes the majority of curves, is dominated by the low coercivity phase (e.g. Fig. 10A, 10B) and shows virtually no sign of a high coercivity phase between 100 and 400 mT. The second group shows a small contribution from the low coercivity phase (Fig. 10C), and does not reach saturation at the maximum field of 600 mT (Fig. 10D). In contrast to range of saturation, curves of susceptibility versus temperature are fully dominated by the magnetite phase in both groups (e.g. Fig. 10A vs Fig. 10C). These show only one Curie temperature < 580°C.

![Fig. 9 - Kappabridge susceptibility versus temperature runs of five samples of limestones from the Czatkowice quarry, and one from the Raclawka section. All runs are multi-segment runs, with the exception of sample C22 (9E). The Curie temperature of magnetite (580 °C) is indicated with a grey dashed line.](image)
4.2.2 Directions

Three components are observed (Fig. 11), which we interpret as representatives of a modern geomagnetic field, a Kiaman field and a Devonian field, corresponding to LT, MT and high temperature/coercivity (HT) components. Thermal demagnetisation was generally successful up to 300°C; at higher temperatures, uncertainties on the measurements became very large (>20%). Samples show low NRM intensities, on the order of tens to hundreds of microamperes per meter (see Fig. 4). Some samples (e.g. R3, supplementary file S3) show intensities of less than 5 µA/m and uncertainties on measurements of these samples are often more than 100%. In some cases, samples show a pervasive magnetisation that resembles a modern field (Fig. 11A), or a Kiaman field (Fig. 11B). The best specimens show three components (Fig. 11C-H), which we interpret to represent a recent field, a Kiaman field, and a primary Devonian magnetisation, respectively. Demagnetisation behaviour shows overlapping components, indicated by demagnetisation along great-circle paths (e.g. C21.2, Fig. 11F, C20.1, Fig. 11H). One sample (R8.3, supplementary file S3) shows a very strong magnetisation (~500 times stronger than other samples) and demagnetises in a straight line towards the origin of the Zijderveld diagram. We interpret this behaviour as remagnetisation, possibly due to a lightning strike.

The LT component is typically demagnetised by about 175°C or 16 mT (Fig. 12A), and in some samples, this component is absent. At higher demagnetisation steps, 58 specimens show a southerly and up-directed component, interpreted as a Kiaman (or Permian-Carboniferous Reverse Superchron; PCRS) component (see Fig. 12B and 12C). In 68 specimens, no ChRM could be resolved. It remains unclear whether the Kiaman direction was acquired pre-tilting or post-tilting. Kiaman directions (TC) are dec = 187.7°, inc = -27.2°, a95 = 5.3°, while Kiaman (NOTC) are dec = 199.5°, inc = -17.9°, a95 = 5.4°. The apparent polar wander path (APWP) of Torsvik et al. (2012) predicts directions for the Kiaman (or PCRS), which lasted roughly from 320-260 Ma, of dec = 216° ± 4° (320 Ma) to dec = 208° ± 3° (260 Ma) and inc = 4° ± 10° (320 Ma) to inc = -39° ± 4° (260 Ma). Our directions fit with Kiaman inclinations, but declinations are more southerly than expected, which could be related to local rotation of the Moravia-Silesia block. A post-Kiaman remagnetisation would not fit with the directions that we obtained.
Fig. 11 – Representative examples of Zijderveld diagrams and equal area projections of samples from Poland. Legend is the same as Fig. 7. A. Sample showing a pervasive overprint that resembles the present day field (PDF). B. Sample showing a pervasive overprint that resembles a Kiaman direction. C. Sample C3.3 showing three components. D. Sample C3.3 with three interpreted components in an equal area plot. E. Sample C21.2 showing three components. F. Sample C21.2 with three interpreted components in an equal area plot. G. Zijderveld diagram of sample C20.1 showing demagnetisation along a great-circle path. H. Sample C20.1 and the interpreted great-circle and solution.
Fig. 12 – Equal area plots of interpreted directions of Polish samples. Legend is the same as Fig. 8. A. Low temperature/low coercivity components that resemble a modern field overprint. B. Components interpreted to represent overprinting during the Kiaman superchron without tectonic correction. C. Components interpreted to represent overprinting during the Kiaman superchron after tectonic correction. The red stars represent the expected direction at 260 Ma (Permian); the turquoise stars the expected direction at 320 Ma (Carboniferous). D. Characteristic remanent magnetisations and great circles that we interpreted as representative of Devonian normal polarity. E. Characteristic remanent magnetisations that we interpreted as representative of Devonian reverse polarity.
A total of 26 specimens show dual polarity ChRM components, interpreted as Devonian normal (Fig. 11 E-H) and reverse polarities (Fig. 11 C-D). Directions representing the Devonian normal polarity are much better resolved than Devonian reverse polarity. Many samples show clear great circle paths towards normal Devonian polarities only. This can be explained by partial component overlap between the normal ChRM and Kiaman component, which will give much longer great-circle paths than reverse ChRM and Kiaman. Samples that represent Devonian normal polarities give an average direction of $\text{dec} = 41.2^\circ$, $\text{inc} = -35.1^\circ$, $\alpha_{95} = 8.4^\circ$, while likely Devonian reverse polarities average to $\text{dec} = 237.9^\circ$, $\text{inc} = 49.9^\circ$, $\alpha_{95} = 17.0^\circ$ (see Fig. 12D-E). These directions correspond to poles with $\text{lat} = 11.5^\circ$ and $\text{long} = 160.3^\circ$ (normal) and $\text{lat} = -5.7^\circ$, $\text{long} = 152.6^\circ$ (Devonian reversed converted to normal polarity; Table 1). Although the mean normal (converted) and reversed directions overlap within error (see Fig. 13), a reversal test using a bootstrap common true mean direction (CTMD) test (Tauxe, 2010) in paleomagnetism.org (Koymans et al., 2020) is negative.

Table 1 – Average directions and corresponding poles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site name</th>
<th>Lat</th>
<th>Long</th>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Dec</th>
<th>Inc</th>
<th>to N dec</th>
<th>to N inc</th>
<th>VGPlat</th>
<th>VGPlong</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blankenheim</td>
<td>50.44 N 6.64 E</td>
<td>Kiaman notc</td>
<td>204.92</td>
<td>-24.2</td>
<td>24.92</td>
<td>24.2</td>
<td>47.1</td>
<td>149.49</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>50.16 N 19.64 E</td>
<td>Kiaman notc</td>
<td>187.67</td>
<td>-27.24</td>
<td>7.67</td>
<td>27.24</td>
<td>53.73</td>
<td>187.02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ChRM Drev?</td>
<td>207.52</td>
<td>33.82</td>
<td>27.52</td>
<td>-33.82</td>
<td>16.9</td>
<td>159.39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ChRM Drev</td>
<td>41.23</td>
<td>-35.11</td>
<td>41.23</td>
<td>-35.11</td>
<td>11.53</td>
<td>160.25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ChRM Drev</td>
<td>237.87</td>
<td>49.92</td>
<td>57.87</td>
<td>-49.92</td>
<td>-5.7</td>
<td>152.62</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>65.18 N 126.22 W</td>
<td>Kiaman notc</td>
<td>115.71</td>
<td>-36.55</td>
<td>295.71</td>
<td>36.55</td>
<td>29.09</td>
<td>128.97</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 13 – Averaged normal and reverse ChRM directions converted to the same hemisphere show overlap of directions, indicating that two populations of directions are somewhat antipodal.

4.2.3 Polarity interpretation

The lower part of both the Czatkowice and Raclawka sections gave mostly Kiaman overprints, and ChRMs could be interpreted for only a few samples, which gave directions that possibly represent Devonian reversed polarities (See Fig. 14). From around 22-26 metres, two samples show normal polarities. Above this, there is one reversed sample (two successful specimens). The top of the section shows convincingly normal polarities, and these samples display indistinguishable rock magnetic properties from any others. This part of the section typically shows demagnetisation great-circle trends ending in a well-defined direction.

The Raclawka section is correlated to the Czatkowice section based on biostratigraphic and lithostratigraphic. The tops of both sections show a very strong similarity in demagnetisation diagrams, with samples of both sections progressing along similar great-circles and ending in similar directions (see Fig. 11E-H and supplementary file S3). The uppermost normal of the Czatkowice quarry thus corresponds to the upper part of
the Raclawka section. The available tie point for the Czatkowice quarry is the suspected position of the Devonian-Carboniferous boundary just above sample C19, which correlates to the Raclawka section between samples R10 and R11 (thin dashed line in Fig. 14). This would mean that the Devonian-Carboniferous boundary corresponds to a normal polarity interval.

Fig. 14 – Magnetostratigraphic interpretation alongside lithological logs of the Raclawka and Czatkowice sections and correlation between the sections.

4.3 Canada

4.3.1 Susceptibility versus temperature changes

Specimens show an increase of susceptibility up to ~400°C, after which susceptibility decreases (Fig. 15). Specimen NW16.2 (Fig. 15A) shows a decrease until 580°C, indicating the presence of magnetite. Unlike the samples from Germany, a clear Hopkinson-like peak is not observed. Specimen NW21.2 (Fig. 15B) shows a decrease until around 600°C which could indicate minor hematite. At the end of the experiment, samples have roughly the same susceptibility as at the start and samples generally show reversible behaviour.

4.3.2 Directions

Almost all specimens show NRM intensities on the order of tens to hundreds of microamperes per meter. Some specimens show higher intensities of up to 1200 µA/m, which are generally found in the top parts of the section where there is more variability in initial NRM intensity (see Fig. 5). Although specimens display a wide range of behaviours, there seem to be no differences in thermal versus alternating field demagnetisation. Sister specimens rarely behave the same. Most specimens show only a very small LT component, which is generally removed around 175°C or 10 mT (see Fig. 16A), but some specimens are dominated by this component (see Fig. 16B and 16C). This component resembles a modern field; with inclinations of around 80° (expected inclination for a modern field is 77°). A large proportion of the samples (37 specimens) show an ESE, upward-directed (reverse polarity) magnetisation expected for a Carboniferous (~320 Ma) Kiaman magnetisation (using the North American APWP from Torsvik et al., (2012); Fig. 16D-F). HT components observed in the samples do not cluster, but show a random spread (see Fig. 16G-J). Equal area plots of all
interpreted components are shown in Figure 17. Clustering is also poor in specimen coordinates (see Fig. 17E), indicating that these HT components are unlikely to reflect a measurement artefact.

![Graph A](image1)

**Fig. 15** – Kappabridge susceptibility versus temperature runs of samples of the Hume Formation. The Curie temperature of magnetite (580 °C) is indicated with a grey dashed line.
Fig. 16 – Representative Zijderveld diagrams for samples from Canada. Legend is the same as Fig. 7. A. Sample shows a low temperature component and a component that we interpret to represent a Kiaman direction. B. and C. Samples showing a pervasive overprint that resembles a modern field direction. D - F. Samples showing a pervasive overprint that resembles a Kiaman direction. G - J. Samples showing clear demagnetisation towards the origin of the Zijderveld diagrams, but directions are extremely scattered.
Fig. 17 – Equal area plots of the interpreted directions of samples from Canada. Legend is the same as Fig. 8. A. Directions that somewhat resemble a modern field. B. Low temperature/low coercivity components mostly resemble a modern field, albeit with large scatter. C. Components that resemble a Kiaman direction (without tectonic correction). D. Components that resemble a Kiaman direction (after tectonic correction). The red stars represent the expected direction at 260 Ma (Permian); the turquoise stars the expected direction at 320 Ma (Carboniferous). E. Unknown components plotted in specimen coordinates. F. Unknown components plotted after tectonic correction.
5. Discussion of new results

5.1 Germany

It is unclear what magnetostratigraphic studies Becker et al. (2020) used in their polarity pattern in the GTS2020. The polarity is denoted as normal for the early Eifelian in GTS2020, and unknown for the late Eifelian. The Blankenheim section covers part of the late Eifelian. The directions that we interpret from our samples could indicate a Devonian reverse polarity that is similar to the Devonian direction of Zwing and Bachtadse (2000). We find an average direction of \( \text{dec} = 207.6^\circ, \text{inc} = 34.4^\circ, \alpha_{95} = 8.4^\circ \) (direction reported by Zwing and Bachtadse (2000) is \( \text{dec} = 198^\circ, \text{inc} = 40^\circ, \alpha_{95} = 4.9^\circ \)). However, due to the absence of field tests, we refrain from interpreting our data as primary Devonian directions. We cannot exclude the possibility that this direction is a combination of a Kiaman direction and a modern field direction.

5.1.1 Age constraints

Although the base of the Tortodus kockelianus Zone is missing, and it is thus difficult to estimate how much time there is in the section, we can still make an estimate of the maximum amount of time in the section. The Tortodus kockelianus Zone has a duration of around 2 Myr and encompasses the whole Junkerberg Fm. The Blankenheim section, which represents only a portion of the Junkerberg Fm, likely corresponds to at most a few hundred kyr. De Vleeschouwer et al. (2018) describe a sedimentation rate of 3.2 cm/kyr for the Wetteldorf section, which contains the Emsian-Eifelian boundary and is located ~40 km from the Blankenheim section. Based on the similar lithology, we estimate that sedimentation rates in the Blankenheim section are of the same order, which would mean that the Blankenheim section covers around 250 kyr.

5.2 Poland

Because of the limited upper Devonian in the sections in Poland, it is not possible to make a comparison with the polarity pattern of the study of Hansma et al. (2015), which covered the Frasnian-Famennian boundary (see Fig. 1). The directions we find in our Polish samples represent two polarities, and results are consistent between the two measured sections, which we can confidently correlate based on the magnetic polarity pattern and biostratigraphy (thick dashed line in Fig. 14). Liu et al. (1991), however, find a reverse magnetozone with overlying normal magnetozone just above the Devonian-Carboniferous boundary, while we find a similar reversal just below the inferred Devonian-Carboniferous boundary. Kolesov (2007) finds a similar R-N magnetozone boundary in both the Kamenka section in NE Russia and the Kozhim section in the northern Urals, rather closer to the inferred, Devonian-Carboniferous boundary like in our data (Kolesov 2005). These differences are likely explained by imprecision in placement of the Devonian-Carboniferous boundary in the Polish sections.

5.2.1 Age constraints

The Devonian-Carboniferous succession in the Czatkowice Quarry and Raclawka Valley was described by Paszkowski (in Dvorák et al., 1995; compare to Łaptaś, 1982 and Narkiewicz and Rakci, 1984). He divided the lower part of the succession into 6 formations (from base to top): the Dubie Formation with the Góra Żarska Member at its top, Raclawka Formation, Szklary Formation, Paczółtowice Formation, Pstragarnia Formation and Przy Granicy Quarry Formation. The total thickness of this part is about 450 m. Paszkowski (1995) originally assumed an early to middle Tournaisian age of the Dubie and Raclawka formations. According to Wolniewicz (2009), the assemblage of foraminifera found in the Góra Żarska Member of the Dubie Formation indicate the Famennian Quasiendothyra communis–Quasiendothyra regularis foraminiferal Zone, which corresponds to the Upper Palmatolepis marginifera – Upper Palmatolepis expansa conodont zones (Wójcik, 2012). A similar assemblage of foraminifera, with Quasiendothyra communis communis and Eoendothyra regularis and no representatives of Q. kobeitusana and Carboniferous tournayellids have been found in the
upper part of the Racławka Formation within the studied interval during fieldwork in 2016. On the other hand, the early Tournaisian age of the Szklary Formation is suggested based on the presence of a foraminiferal assemblage with *Earlandia elegans* and *Eochernyshinella crassitheca*, which corresponds to the MFZ2 Foraminiferal Zone of the Belgium and *Siphonodella belkai* conodont Zone in the Ural region (Bąk et al., 2014; compare to Poty et al., 2003). The Carboniferous (Tournaisian) age was proved also for the Przy Granicy Formation based on conodonts (Appelt, 1998; compare to Gromczakiewicz-Łomnicka, 1974).

The exact position of the Devonian-Carboniferous boundary in the Czatkowice Quarry, as well as in the Racławka Valley is still uncertain. However, analogous to the Kraków platform, the upper Famennian cyclic sequences with oolites and bahuamite grainstones were described from e.g. Montagne Noire (La Serre section; e.g. Feist et al., 2000) and Aachen-Velbert area sections (Laupen subformation of Hastière Formation; Hance and Poty, 2006). The Hance section contains the same succession of characteristic lithofacies, calcritised and stylolitised subaerial exposure surfaces, transgressive lags and bentonite layers, which are covered by up to 2 m thick oolitic-bahamitic grainstone bed (bed no 159 in the Anseremme section) corresponding to the D/C boundary (Hance and Poty, 2006). The precise lithostratigraphic correlation of the mentioned sections, as well as identification of the stage boundary in the Czatkowice quarry needs further investigation.

5.3 Canada

We observe three components in the samples from Canada, one resembling a modern field, one resembling a Carboniferous reverse polarity, and one that is extremely scattered and may have no geological significance (see Fig. 17). We thus cannot make an interpretation concerning Devonian directions or polarities from the Canadian samples.

5.3.1 Age constraints

The upper 61 m of the Hume Formation at Prohibition Creek mainly consist of bioclastic mudstone and wackestone with birds-eye fenestral structures and rare macrofossils, and wackestone/packstone in the uppermost 3 m and lowermost 10 m of the studied interval (Kabanov et al., 2019). Most archival and recent samples taken for conodont biostratigraphy in this part of the Hume were barren, except for a few samples in the wackestone/packstone beds. Faunas are dominated by Icriodid taxa in the lowermost beds and by Polygnathid taxa in the uppermost beds. However, the index taxa for the upper Eifelian part of standard conodont zonation, *Tortodus kockelianus* and *Polygnathus ensensis* are not present in the samples. Visual correlation with the Hume type section, and several other sections representing the Hume Formation in the northern Mackenzie Mountain front (Gouwy, unpublished data; Gouwy and Uyeno, 2018), allows projection of the standard conodont zonation onto the Prohibition Creek section, based on the faunas identified in the different sections. For the *T. kockelianus* Zone, *Polygnathus curtigladius*, the local auxiliary taxon used to indicate the base of the zone (Uyeno et al., 2017), is projected onto the Prohibition Creek section at 90 m below the top of the Hume Formation. The *kockelianus* Zone in the studied interval covers thus roughly two thirds of the entire *kockelianus* Zone in the section. The index taxon *P. ensensis* has a delayed first appearance in the lowermost part of the Hare Indian Formation in the Mackenzie Mountains and Mackenzie Valley area. The base of the *P. ensensis* Zone is indicated by the appearance of the brachiopod *Ellorhynchus castanea*, index for the *castanea* brachiopod Zone (Pedder, 2017) whose base coincides with the base of the *P. ensensis* Zone, in the Hume type section and projected at 2.5 m below the top of the Hume Formation in the studied section. Based on the conodont zones identified in the section and the estimated 2 Myr duration of the *kockelianus* Zone (Becker et al., 2020), the studied interval represents roughly 1.3 Myr.

5.4 Summary of new results

Our new results are of varying quality. The results from the sections that we have measured in Germany and Canada provide problematic paleomagnetic results. The samples from the Blankenheim section show either
only a Devonian reverse polarity (see Fig. 9), or represent a direction that is a mixture between the Kiaman field and a modern field, but we cannot presently distinguish between the two, due to the lack of field tests. Samples from Canada show three types of directions: components likely resembling a modern field direction, components resembling a Carboniferous Kiaman direction, and unknown components that show extremely large scatter (see Fig. 12). The Polish sections, however, seem to produce reliable results.

Comparing our results from Poland with another study from the Holy Cross Mountains in Poland, we see that there are many other poles from this region. Grabowski and Nawrocki (2001) find 7 groups of data, of which 4 are located on a great-circle. The authors discuss in detail how their data might be explained, but do not provide an all-encompassing solution, and conclude that a definite tectonic interpretation is not possible. They discuss the necessities for some poles to be the result of remagnetisation, as they were derived from later dolomitisation and limestones with a high CAI. However, explaining all results would require large vertical-axis tectonic rotations that are not in agreement with structural observations in the area. Another option they discuss is strain modification of magnetic minerals, which is in disagreement with their AMS results. Our Devonian normal polarity average (dec = 41.2°, inc = -35.1°) falls between two of their directions (denoted DO and JO) and lies along the great-circle that Grabowski & Nawrocki describe (see Fig. 18). Our Devonian reverse polarity average (dec = 237.9°, inc = 49.9°) does not compare to any of their results. Thus, while we conclude that the new paleomagnetic directions obtained from our Polish sections probably represent reliable Devonian field directions, collectively, rocks from this area present a puzzling record of the magnetic field.

Fig. 18–Comparison of our newly acquired directions D_{nor} (Devonian normal polarity average) and D_{rev} (Devonian reverse polarity average) with paleomagnetic directions from Polish limestones from Grabowski and Nawrocki (2001).

One of the common observations from Devonian paleomagnetic results is that the rocks have suffered from widespread remagnetisation, mostly during the Kiaman reverse superchron (e.g. North America: Irving and Strong, 1985, 1984; Mac Niocaill and Smethurst, 1994; McCabe and Elmore, 1989; Belgium: Garza and Zijderveld, 1996; Zegers et al., 2003; Ukraine: Jelënska et al., 2015; Smethurst and Khramov, 1992; Poland: Kadziałko-Hofmokl et al., 1999; Nawrocki, 1993; Algeria: Aïfa, 1993; Mauritania: Kent et al., 1984; Germany: Zwing and Bachtadse, 2000; Australia: Schmidt et al., 1986; Ireland: Pastor-Galán et al., 2015; Urals: I osifidi and Khramov, 2013). However, one important question stands out: how can rocks obtain an overprint when the conditions for thermal overprinting are barely met? Königshof et al. (2016) provide detailed rock magnetic studies on samples of the Blankenheim section, and mention that thermally-related alteration appears to be very weak, based on thin-sections and preservation of fossils. Conodont alteration index values indicate that the succession in the Blankenheim section was subjected to maximum temperatures of around 55 °C, which are unlikely to cause significant thermal-overprinting (e.g. Pullai et al., 1975). Furthermore, Königshof et al., (2016) argue that superparamagnetic grains, which they expect in remagnetised samples, are not very
common. The grain size of the magnetite grains in the Blankenheim section is in favour of a detrital origin (Königshof et al., 2016). So while all the conditions for the probable preservation a primary Devonian paleomagnetic signal have been met, our directional results show a pervasive partial Kiaman overprint. In order to gain a broader insight into the Devonian geomagnetic field we turn to reviewing the global dataset of published paleomagnetic measurements.

6. Review of Devonian paleomagnetic studies

6.1 Magnetostratigraphy of the Devonian

Most of the global polarity time scale (GPTS) is based on marine magnetic anomalies that go back in time to the Middle Jurassic. A GPTS for the Early Jurassic and older will thus have to be derived from records obtained from outcrops. For the Triassic, a lot of progress has been made in the last few years (e.g. Kent et al., 2019; Maron et al., 2019). The Early Permian and Pennsylvanian are dominated by a predominantly reverse polarity (e.g. Hounslow and Balabanov, 2018), and the somewhat limited data for the Mississippian indicated mixed polarity (Hounslow, 2021). Constraining the GPTS and reversal frequency for the Devonian to Carboniferous is crucial for the understanding of the behaviour of Earth’s magnetic field. The Earth’s magnetic field is hypothesised to have a ‘heartbeat’, of varying average reversal frequency and intensity, with a periodicity of about 200 million years (e.g. Biggin et al., 2012). A strong magnetic field is generally associated with magnetic superchrons, such as the Cretaceous normal superchron (e.g. Tarduno et al., 2002). These are periods of millions of years in which the magnetic field is extremely stable and there are no (or very few) reversals of the magnetic poles of the earth. On the other hand, a weak field is commonly associated with many reversals, such as the mid-late Jurassic hyperactivity (e.g. Kulakov et al., 2019). These changes in the strength of the field and the reversal frequency are thought to be linked to heat flow across the core-mantle boundary, which may in turn be linked to supercontinent cycles and subduction flux (Hounslow et al., 2018). This 200 Myr periodicity hypothesis relies heavily on the behaviour of the magnetic field during the Devonian (420-360 Ma). The ‘heartbeat’ hypothesis predicts a weak field for this time, with a high reversal frequency.

Construction of a GPTS for the Paleozoic could provide a valuable tool for age determination. However, data as presented in the Geologic Time Scale for the Devonian require careful inspection. In Figure 1, we give an overview of the polarity patterns that were provided for the Devonian in the most recent versions of the geologic time scale (GTS; 2020, 2016, 2012 and 2004). For the newest version (Becker et al., 2020), the polarity pattern in the Devonian is taken from the 2012 version (Becker et al., 2012), with an added polarity pattern as obtained from the Canning Basin in Australia by Hansma et al. (2015). A slightly older version of the timescale (2016) shows conflicting polarity patterns around the Devonian-Carboniferous boundary. Ogg et al. (2016a), in their chapter on the Devonian, put the boundary in an interval of unknown polarity, while in the chapter on the Carboniferous, Ogg et al. (2016b) put the Devonian-Carboniferous in a reverse polarity interval. These inconsistencies are largely inherited from older versions of the timescale, as the patterns of Becker et al. (2012) differ from the patterns of Davydov et al. (2012). However, the biggest issue with the polarity patterns as presented in the timescale is that it is unclear what data they are based on. Clues to the origins of these polarity patterns are the names of some of the polarity intervals, such as ‘Sayan hyperchron’, ‘Donetzian mixed polarity hyperchron’, etc., which indicate that these geomagnetic polarity intervals likely have their ultimate origins in the Russian ‘general stratigraphic scale’ (Guzhikov, 1999; Khramov and Shkatova, 2000). In this scale it is unclear which parts of the polarity timescale have suffered from remagnetisation, and which data were included into the GPTS (see also the discussion on this in Guzhikov, 2019). The review of Carboniferous polarity by Hounslow (2021) has largely dispensed with these older uncertain datasets. As Figure 1 illustrates, the Russian Devonian timescales of Kolesov (2005) and Khramov and Shkatova (2000) are not similar at all to the GPTS to the timescales of 2004, 2012 and 2016.
The only well-documented study of Devonian magnetostratigraphy is from Frasnian-Famennian (Late Devonian) carbonates in the Canning Basin in Australia (Hansma et al., 2015). All other studies that provide magnetic polarity patterns (e.g. Kolesov, 2007, 2005, 1984) do not show the data on which they are based, preventing the quality of the magnetostratigraphic data to be assessed. Sampling strategies for constructing a magnetostratigraphy are very different from paleopole type studies. Studies aimed at reconstruction of poles generally collect ≥5 samples per site, with sites not normally evenly distributed through rock successions, whereas, for magnetostratigraphy sampling ideally consists of closely-spaced, evenly distributed samples with respect to stratigraphic height. The large magnetostratigraphic study by Hansma et al. (2015) used almost 900 samples, and was performed on rocks which were challenging due to weak magnetisations. Hansma et al. compared their data with previous studies on the same sections (Chen et al., 1995; Hurley and Van Der Voo, 1987), and reported that their new data clustered in the southwestern quadrant of the stereonet, in agreement with the poles of the previous studies. However, Hansma et al. applied a 45° cut-off centred on the mean of the prior poles, which eliminated nearly half of their data points (45% of Oscar range data and 40% of Horse spring data). Applying this process, Hansma et al. reported a field that is moderately rapidly reversing (reversal frequency is on the same order as during the Paleogene, ca. 2 reversals per Myr) even when omitting magnetozones based on a single sample. However, the correlation of the magnetozones between their two time-equivalent sections is rather ambiguous and their untreated data is near randomly distributed on a sphere (see Fig. 19). Using the conglomerate test of Heslop and Roberts (2018), indicates that this is uniform distribution at 95% probability. Clearly, applying a 45° cut-off on a near-uniform distribution of directions that are randomly ordered with respect to stratigraphic height will produce a conclusion of a rapidly reversing field. The creation of a robust magnetostratigraphy from these results is therefore in doubt, and we suggest that inclusion of the inferred magnetozones in any GPTS is unwise, unless better validated.

**Fig. 19** –All data from the study of Hansma et al. (2015) on the Canning basin in Australia. A. All data from the Oscar Range. B. All data from Horse spring. C. All data from Oscar Range and Horse spring together. D. All data together converted to the same hemisphere.
6.2 Tectonic paleomagnetic studies of the Devonian

Since the early days of paleomagnetic study, there has been a struggle for reconstruction of plate tectonics using paleopoles obtained from Devonian rocks (e.g. Livermore et al., 1985). Plate reconstructions based on paleomagnetism have been shown to be challenging to match with climate belts and lithologic indications of paleolatitude, notably with Russian gypsiferous sediments in the Late Devonian (Khramov, 1967; Witzke, 1990; Witzke and Heckel, 1988). Evans (2006) looked at the geographic distribution of evaporites, and surmised that Devonian-Ediacaran evaporites show an anomalous distribution compared to Cenozoic-Carboniferous evaporites when using paleopoles to infer paleolatitudes. For many plates, reliable Devonian poles are lacking. More than 40 years ago, Morel and Irving stated that reliable plate tectonic reconstructions can be made from the middle Carboniferous onwards, whereas for the Devonian, reconstructions are poorly constrained due to the scarcity of results (about 8 paleomagnetic results per 10 Myr, compared to 20 for Carboniferous and later times; Morel and Irving, 1978). Morel and Irving introduced two APW paths, based on the inclusion or exclusion of Australian data, based on a total number of 56 paleopoles. They show an X-path, which is relatively straight, and a Y-path, which has a large loop (see discussion in Vérard, 2004). The Y-path results in drift rates for plates that are 40-60 cm/yr, rates which have not been observed anywhere else (Vérard, 2004).

Cocks and Torsvik (2002) provide a review of paleopole data and fauna from 500-400 Ma and conclude that the reliability of paleopole data decreases into the Devonian with Torsvik et al., (2012) noting that data is truly scarce from the Middle Devonian to the Mississippian. Figure 20 shows the number of poles in the APWP of Torsvik et al. (2012), which highlights that there has been little progress in improving the scarcity of Devonian paleopole data since 1978. Cocks and Torsvik (2007) highlighted that between the Llandovery and latest Permian boundary, there are only two reliable poles for the reconstruction of Siberia and Baltica. One has an age of around 360 Ma, close to the Devonian-Carboniferous boundary, and the other one an age of 275 Ma, (late early Permian). Bachtadse and Briden (1990) indicate that the Devonian is the most problematic segment of the Gondwana APWP and Torsvik et al. (2012) show that data coverage is especially poor for Laurentia between 400-340 Ma and that paleopoles for 260-350 Ma and 390-380 Ma are interpolated. This interpolation results in the so-called ‘Siluro-Devonian cusp’ (Torsvik et al. 2012), which has been interpreted as an episode of extreme true polar wander (e.g. Piper, 2006; van der Voo, 1994). In short, there is an agreement that all plates suffer from a severe scarcity of high quality Devonian paleopole data.

In assessing the quality of paleopoles, a common approach is to classify the poles based on the reliability criteria of Van der Voo (1990), a widely accepted approach to filter-out older studies based on inadequate demagnetisation techniques. The Van der Voo criteria are used to quantitatively assess the quality of paleomagnetic poles, and for each of the 7 Q criteria, the paleopole gets 1 point. Commonly only poles that have a minimum value of Q=3 are taken into account for construction of apparent polar wander paths. The minimum criteria (Q=3) state that the rocks must (1) have a well-determined age and presumption that the magnetisation is of the same age, (2) results are based on a sufficient number of samples and (3) the rocks were adequately demagnetised. Reliability can be further increased by field tests that constrain the age of magnetisation, structural controls are provided, reversals are observed, and there is no resemblance to paleopoles of a younger age. Algeo (1996) uses 35 poles obtained from Devonian rocks to assess polarity bias in the Devonian, with each of these passing a number of quality criteria of Van der Voo (1990). Similarly, Mac Niocaill and Smethurst (1994) use 11 poles for the reconstruction of the APWP of Laurentia. Torsvik et al. (2012) used 18 Devonian paleopoles for the construction of the APWP (see Fig. 20), with many having a high Q-index, up to the maximum of 7 using the Van der Voo (1990) criteria. As discussed below, however, problems still exist with Devonian paleopoles even if they have a high Q-index, indicating that scarcity of data has not been solved with modern studies.
For the Australian part of East Gondwana, for example, Torsvik et al. (2012) include 4 poles. Three of these poles are from the Canning Basin and are obtained from equivalent formations (Chen et al., 1995; Hurley and Van Der Voo, 1987). The 4th pole is cited as ‘E. Tohver, pers. comm. (2012)’, and likely equates to the study of Hansma et al. (2015). Arguably, these 3 poles all form just one pole, as they were obtained on the same succession. That is, if they should be taken into account at all, as discussed previously for the Hansma et al. (2015) data. The Chen et al. (1993) paleopole for the Australian APWP cannot be reconciled with the data from Africa by Bachtadse and Briden (1991), while both of these studies are included in the APWP. Chen et al. solve this by stating that the GB pole from the study of Bachtadse and Briden (1991) is likely primary, while they regard the GC pole as a later remagnetisation. However, the GC pole of Bachtadse and Briden (1991) is included in the APWP. The only pole taken into account for the western Gondwana APWP is from the Bokkeveld Group in South Africa from the study of Bachtadse et al. (1987). However, Bachtadse and Briden (1990) do not consider data from Bokkeveld Group as meeting the requirements for a key pole due to ‘complicated rock-magnetic behaviour’. We do not seek to discredit the Devonian portions of APWPs, but highlight these issues to show that upon closer inspection nearly all Devonian paleomagnetic data are problematic. It is noteworthy that the Devonian part of the APWP of Torsvik et al. (2012) includes only one study that was published in the last 25 years (E. Tohver, pers.comm., 2012; likely equating to Hansma et al., 2015) which is itself highly problematic (as discussed earlier); all other data on which the APWP is based are from older studies.

For the Devonian, it almost seems that the smaller a dataset is, the more likely it is to provide unambiguous results. Larger studies often show results that cannot be explained by the authors, as they show groups of directions that either cannot be explained, or have resulted in scenarios involving large tectonic rotations, extreme plate speeds, or episodes of true polar wander. This has sometimes produced fierce debate (e.g. Lewandowski, 1995; Nawrocki, 1995). When sample size is increased, the risk of obtaining (groups of) complicated directions that cannot be reconciled with other data increases. This can be seen for example in the study of Bazhenov et al. (2013) who extended the sampling of Levashova et al. (2007). The study of Bazhenov et al. (2013) reports directions from a thick pile of >80 lavas in Kyrgyzstan that have a Frasnian (Late Devonian) age. The authors interpret their data as suggesting that these lavas have not experienced significant

---

**Fig. 20**—Number of poles in 10 Myr bins in the APWP of Torsvik et al. (2012) (modified after Torsvik et al., 2012), plotted on the Geologic Time Scale 2020 (Gradstein et al., 2020).
remagnetisation. Indeed, this is one of the few studies that do not report Kiaman overprints, with the only overprint resembling a present day field direction. The authors find that the directions from part of their lava succession shows secular variation (secular variation describes the changes in the magnetic field on timescales of typically several tens of thousands of years or less) that is several times greater than in another part of the lavas that gives secular variation estimates that are more consistent with a predominantly dipolar field that is aligned with the Earth’s rotation axis (GAD). Other examples include Hawkins et al. (2019), who show directions of Kravchinsky et al. (2002), but also show additional directions that were not published in the original study. A similar situation is observed for the Cheviot Hills lavas in the north of England, where Hawkins (2018) shows more directional groups than the original study of Thorning (1974), which is included in the APWP of Torsvik et al. (2012). Grabowski and Nawrocki (2001) find several directional groups in middle to upper Devonian sediments from Poland, which they state they cannot all simultaneously explain (see also Fig. 18). Sallomy and Piper (1973) describe a distribution of directions that is not simply antipodal. They find two groups that they interpret as normal and reverse polarity, then sites classified as groups A and B, and then 9 further ‘unclassified’ sites. The directions from the Sallomy and Piper (1973) study were reanalysed by Shatsillo and Pavlov (2019), who interpret them as due to non-dipolar behaviour of the field during the Devonian.

Directional groups are common in volcanic successions (e.g. Knight et al., 2004; Van Der Boon et al., 2017), as volcanic rocks are formed rapidly, and do not average out secular variation. If directional groups are also seen in sedimentary rocks, as the study of Grabowski and Nawrocki (2001) seems to suggest, this means that the field would have stayed in a relatively stable configuration for a large amount of time, considering that sediments usually average out secular variation due to their slow deposition. Martin (1975) hypothesised that the sampled interval in their study on Middle Devonian limestone sampled a normal polarity interval, a reverse polarity interval, and a transitional interval in which the field reverses polarity, and secular variation might not be averaged out. Considering the relatively slow sedimentation rates for limestones, this is an unusual conclusion. Their normal and reverse polarities are furthermore not antipodal. Directional groups and extreme scatter that are seen in these studies are difficult to explain by remagnetisation (e.g. Løvlie et al., 1984), which would have likely led to more consistent directions.

In summary, the APWPs for the continental plates in the Devonian rely mostly on sparse data, for which palaeopole quality is hard to assess due to the absence of supplementary data. The number of palaeopoles that are considered reliable has decreased since the 1970’s (e.g. Mac Niocaill and Smethurst, 1994; Morel and Irving, 1978; Torsvik et al., 2012). The general characteristics that arise from Devonian data, are that studies have often found several groups of directions that cannot all be simultaneously explained, or the scatter in directions is extremely large, so directional averaging is unwise. Due to the positive-outcome bias that exists in most fields of science (e.g. Fanelli, 2012), one wonders whether this data scarcity from Devonian paleomagnetic studies is due to non-positive results, or a lack of study in the Devonian. Studies are sometimes rejected because the data is deemed unreliable by reviewers, or authors have invoked peculiar regional tectonics, extreme plate speeds or true polar wander in order to explain non-dipolarity or scatter. Extensive rock magnetic studies may be required by reviewers to supplement datasets (e.g. Bazhenov et al., 2013), or the results are too complex to interpret and authors might refrain from publishing their Devonian datasets (e.g. Powerman et al., 2013).

6.3 Studies of geomagnetic field behaviour

Paleointensity studies typically provide snapshots of the strength of the magnetic field, and obtaining a continuous record throughout the Devonian will require many studies. All the paleointensity data spanning the interval 200-500 Ma have recently been reassessed by Hawkins et al. (2020), who conclude that paleointensities express an extremely weak magnetic field throughout the Devonian, with some outliers during the Early Devonian (around 400 Ma), a time period for which there are both weak and strong paleointensity results. It is possible that the field dropped in strength from weak in the Early Devonian to extremely weak in
the Middle and Late Devonian, but many more paleointensity data are needed to verify this. Since Sallomy and Piper (1973), the Devonian field has been suggested to have a strength that was an order of magnitude lower than the modern field. Paleointensity studies from volcanic rocks have supported this nearly unanimously, revealing a weak to very weak field (e.g. Briden, 1966; Didenko and Pechersky, 1989). Until recently, many measurements of the Palaeozoic paleointensity were acquired using techniques that are not considered to meet modern standards of reliability. Several recent studies (Hawkins et al., 2020, 2019; Shcherbakova et al., 2017) have, however, confirmed their central observation - the field in the Devonian and early Carboniferous, was unusually weak compared to any subsequent period.

Kulakov et al. (2019) made a compilation of all paleointensity results from 65-200 Ma. They determined a long-term average of the field between 65-200 Ma (Cretaceous-Jurassic) at around 40 Z Am² (Z equals 10²⁴), while the modern field is stronger, around 80 Z Am² (Thébault et al., 2015). The field in the Devonian is thus much weaker (Hawkins et al., 2019; Shcherbakova et al., 2017), with a median value of 17 Z Am² (Hawkins et al., 2020). Hawkins et al. (2020) suggest this low field interval extended for at least 80 Myr, from the Early Devonian into the early Carboniferous and named it the Mid-Palaeozoic Dipole Low.

Here we investigate whether the time-averaged strength of the magnetic field changed during the Devonian. Robust estimates of the paleofield are challenging to obtain due to the ubiquitous presence of non-ideal magnetic recorders which are prone to laboratory-induced alteration. Typical paleointensity studies have a success rate of ~20%; this effect is further complicated by two additional factors (Tauxe and Yamazaki, 2007). Firstly, early paleomagnetic techniques had variable capability of recognizing spurious magnetizations, and community standards on data reporting have since evolved to include metrics on data quality. Thus, early studies require careful inspection and/or removal from analyses if unsuitable measurements are recognized (Biggin and Paterson, 2014). Secondly, larger (i.e., multidomain) magnetic grains can represent a substantial fraction of the remanence magnetization in some rocks. Multidomain grains have geologically short magnetic relaxation times (<<100 Myr; Dunlop and Özdemir, 1997), and while these rocks may be suitable for paleodirection/magnetostratigraphic studies, these samples can yield unreliable paleointensities in older geologic materials. For these reasons, careful selection criteria must be balanced with the desire to maximize the quantity of data included in a description of long-term field behaviour. Hawkins et al. (2020) expanded the dataset of field strength estimates for the Devonian and assessed the reliability of paleointensity data. Using the data set compiled by Hawkins et al. (2020), we selected sites which met the following criteria for our analysis: 1) directions were not identified as transitional in polarity by authors of the study, 2) there are at least 3 intensity determinations per site, and 3) site data are of reasonable quality (Q₉ ≥ 3, following Biggin and Paterson, 2014). Virtual dipole moments were determined using published inclination and paleointensity data; if inclination data were not available (14/120 sites), a virtual axial dipole moment was determined assuming an equatorial site to provide an upper bound on dipole field strength. Here, paleointensity sites refer to volcanic cooling units recording "instantaneous" snapshots of the field. Selected data were grouped into 1 Myr bins to produce time-averaged estimates; only bins which contained more than one site were considered for characterizing the trend (see Fig. 21). Different selection criteria were explored (either a stricter one requiring Q₀ criteria AGE+MD+ALT+DIR to have passed, number of intensity determinations ≥ 3, and number of sites per bin ≥ 3, or a more relaxed criteria accepting any non-transitional paleointensity sites with at least 3 determinations and bins with only one site). Note that the DIR criterion (the presence of sufficiently high quality paleodirectional data for the same remanence as the paleointensity) was assessed beyond the 9 criteria considered in Hawkins et al. (2020). These alternate selection criteria do not substantially change the broad interpretation of a very weak field during the Middle to Late Devonian. However, the stricter selection criteria may address a potential suspicion of a low-field bias (Smirnov et al., 2017) by only selecting sites where magnetizations carried by non-ideal multidomain carriers are removed prior to the paleointensity experiment.
Fig. 21 – A. Virtual (axial) dipole moments during the Devonian; studies included in the dataset are listed in Supplementary file S10. Symbol size and colour show $Q_{PI}$ score; symbols marked with an "x" were not included in the standoff distance analysis. B. Median magnetopause standoff distance in Earth radii. Symbol size shows the number of sites within a 1 Myr bin; symbol colour shows the mean $Q_{PI}$ score for that bin. Uncertainty bars show the interquartile range for each bin. Small dots show individual site standoff estimates; grey circles show age bins containing a single site. Ages for the Silurian-Devonian and Devonian-Carboniferous boundaries from Becker et al. (2020). Dashed lines show standoff distance for present day (black), long term Phanerozoic average (assuming mean dipole moment of 42 ZAm$^2$, Selkin and Tauxe, 2000; blue), and standoff during an extreme space weather event (Halloween 2003 event, Rosenqvist et al., 2005; red).

Organizing the data in this fashion suggests a field that was somewhat weaker than the Phanerozoic average during the Early Devonian and steadily weakened during the Middle Devonian, reaching a minimum by 380 Ma (Late Devonian). This interval of extremely weak field appears to have lasted for ~40–80 Myr, although constraining the duration is hampered by the lack of sufficiently high quality paleointensity data for the 340-360 Ma interval. By the onset of the Kiaman Superchron at ca. 315 Ma, the field strength had recovered to reach or exceed the Phanerozoic mean field.

Two other aspects of long-term field behaviour that can be assessed using paleomagnetic records are average polarity reversal frequency (e.g. Biggin et al., 2012) and paleosecular variation (e.g. Doubrovine et al., 2019). Hansma et al. (2015) claimed to observe a minimum 44 reversals during the late Devonian (a ~24 Myr interval) translating to a reversal frequency of ~2 Myr$^{-1}$. However, the unusual treatment of data applied to a uniformly distributed dataset (see Section 6.1) raises serious questions over the validity of this reversal record. Bazhenov et al. (2013) also reported unusual paleosecular variation behaviour in a study of lavas in Kazakhstan (see Section 6.2). As noted, secular variation appears to have been enhanced for at least part of the Late Devonian. High scatter of directions caused by secular variation, if confirmed, would suggest a reduced role of the axial dipole in the morphology of the Late Devonian field (Biggin et al., 2020).
7. Explanations for suboptimal paleomagnetic results from Devonian rocks

A wide-ranging review of Devonian paleomagnetism has highlighted that there is a global paucity of published paleomagnetic studies. Most studies on Devonian paleomagnetism are decades old, and may not contain the data detail and scientific rigour that is typically expected of contemporary studies. Where recent studies have been published (Hansma et al., 2015; Hawkins, 2018; Hawkins et al., 2019; Shatsillo and Pavlov, 2019), the data tend to represent paleomagnetic directions that are more scattered than usual, in some cases to an extreme extent. We consider below different reasons for why the Devonian paleomagnetic results may be odd.

7.1 A weak field

The lack of reliable paleomagnetic data for the Devonian has long been a possible indicator for a weak magnetic field, and this has been confirmed by modern studies of palaeointensity. A weak magnetic field will have led to weakly magnetised rocks, which enhance the risk of overprinting after the Devonian, in times when the field was stronger, and increased the difficulty of obtaining paleomagnetic data in sediments due to magnetometer sensitivity limits. Indeed, Devonian rocks often have an extremely weak magnetisation, which often makes exhaustive quantitative analysis challenging. The Devonian has partly acquired a bad reputation for paleomagnetic studies due to studies from the 1960’s, when equipment was much less sensitive than today. However, even now, with the most sensitive magnetometers, measuring Devonian carbonates is still a big challenge as was found in this study. Weak paleomagnetic signals are common for the Devonian. For example, Jeleńska et al. (2015) report very weak NRM intensities and mention that this hampers measurements and interpretation. NRM intensities for Devonian rocks are generally in the range of $10^{-5}$ A/m or below. Although sediments are generally weaker than igneous rocks, with values down to $10^{-6}$ A/m (e.g. Claesson, 1979; Kadzialko-Hofmokl et al., 1999; Kent, 1979), there are studies that report very weak NRM intensities for igneous rocks, with values in the range of $10^{-4}$-$10^{-5}$ A/m (e.g. Hargraves et al., 1987; Jeleńska et al., 1995; Sallomy and Piper, 1973). Also Levashova et al. (2003) mention that the Middle Devonian basalts they sampled have susceptibilities and NRM intensities that are up to 100 times lower than typical basalts, but they are completely remagnetised. Normally, NRM intensities of igneous rocks are much higher, in the range of $0.1$-$10$ A/m (Dunlop and Özdemir, 1997). Considering the linear relationship between the field and magnetisation (e.g. Dunlop, 2011), and the field in the Devonian likely being at most around 10 times weaker than the modern field, a weak field is likely not the sole explanation for weakly magnetised basalts.

7.2 Overprinting

When looking at secondary components, recent field as well as Kiaman overprints are common for the Devonian, and there is certainly some truth to overprinting being a reason for poor results from Devonian rocks. There was of course ample time and opportunity for remagnetisation after the Devonian. Globally, many areas were affected by the Variscan orogeny during the Carboniferous and Permian, a time when the magnetic field was stable in reversed polarity for millions of years (the Kiaman superchron). Geodynamo models suggest that during superchrons, the field is strong (e.g. Driscoll and Olson, 2011), although for the Kiaman, palaeointensity estimates differ, and while most studies suggest a strong field (e.g. Cottrell et al., 2008), others suggest a weaker field (e.g. Garcia et al., 2006). Either way, mountain building in the late Carboniferous-early Permian provided excellent remagnetisation conditions, and it is thought that recovery of the magnetic signal from Devonian rocks is troubling mostly due to remagnetisation during the Kiaman superchron. Remagnetisation could have been achieved by heating of Devonian rocks due to burial or intrusions, resulting in thermoremanent magnetisations (TRM), or by remineralisation through fluids, resulting in chemical remanent magnetisations (CRM). A Kiaman overprint is indeed seen in most studies, as discussed earlier, and Devonian rocks that have no Kiaman overprint are rare, but do exist (e.g. Bazhenov et al., 2013). However, overprints are not always consistent as would be expected. This is outlined in detail in Shatsillo and Pavlov (2019), and our new data also shows that even when rocks are not expected to have been overprint by the usual processes (significant heating or remineralisation), Devonian rocks do not show straightforward paleomagnetic directions. Furthermore, the remagnetisation argument also holds true for older time periods.
For pre-Devonian times, however, reliable paleomagnetic data exist, even for periods where the field was reportedly hyperreversing, such as the Middle Cambrian (e.g. Gallet et al., 2019), or the Ediacaran (Bazhenov et al., 2016; Kodama, 2020). It is striking that good results can be obtained from the Ediacaran, as the field in the Ediacaran was likely as weak as, or weaker than in the Devonian (Bono et al., 2019; Shcherbakova et al., 2020; Thallner et al., 2020), which begs the question: was the field in the Devonian of a different character to that of the field in the Ediacaran?

7.3 A non-GAD field
The approach of Hansma et al. (2015), using a 45° cut-off, implicitly assumes that the field is a dipole, and the dipole is approximately aligned with the rotation axis of the earth (GAD field). Any fixed cut-off approach assumes that the field is a relatively stable dipole and spends little time in transitional directions, since these are eliminated by the cut-off. As nearly half of the data are excluded based on the 45° cut-off in the study of Hansma et al. (2015), it seems that, if their data truly represent the Devonian magnetic field, a geocentric axial dipole is not an accurate description for the Devonian magnetic field. Shatsillo and Pavlov (2019) have argued for a significant contribution of an equatorial dipole to the Devonian magnetic field. The assumption that a time-averaged field coincides with a geocentric axial dipole is a key assumption that underlies plate tectonic reconstructions. Thus, if the field in the Devonian is indeed different from a GAD field, this may perhaps be a way of explaining contrasting paleopole studies that have resulted in the conflicting X- and Y-paths.

7.4 Summary
The high Q-scores for Devonian paleomagnetic data in the APWP indicate that the scarcity of reliable Devonian data is not purely a problem of remagnetisation. As our newly obtained data also show, rocks that are well qualified to have reliably recorded the magnetic field at time of formation often give ambiguous results, and obtaining accurate paleomagnetic data even from ‘good’ rocks is challenging. We interpret this to be a further indication that there might have been something in the nature of the magnetic field during the Devonian, and it is not solely a problem of the rocks being overprinted. It is striking that few (if any) studies show unambiguous Devonian paleomagnetic results, although we note that it is often difficult to judge the quality of the data, as many of the studies are very old (25-60 years), and supplementary data is generally absent.

There have been several studies to suggest that the field during the Devonian was very different from the Earth’s magnetic field today (e.g. Hawkins et al., 2019; Shatsillo and Pavlov, 2019; Shcherbakova et al., 2017). The records obtained in these studies were all done on volcanic rocks, which have thermal remanent magnetisations (TRMs), that are normally stronger than the detrital and post-depositional remanent magnetisations (DRMs and PDRMs) in sedimentary rocks that magnetostratigraphy relies on. Shatsillo and Pavlov (2019) argue that directions in the Early and Middle Devonian are not bimodal and antipodal, as expected from a GAD field, but show different clusters. Sedimentary rocks average out paleosecular variation, while volcanic rocks cool rapidly, and do not average out secular variation. So for sedimentary rocks, the effect might be that several directional clouds are contained within a single sample, and no reliable Devonian direction can be obtained from the sedimentary sample. This is also the case for slow-cooling intrusive rocks, and Shatsillo and Pavlov (2019) argue that the results of Piper (2007) were not caused by true polar wander, as argued by Piper, but rather due to obfuscation of the paleomagnetic signal by slow cooling.

If results from other studies are similar to those we present in this study, even determining (Kiaman) remagnetisations is not straightforward. Determining characteristic remanent magnetisations (ChRM) and ascribing these to a primary Devonian origin is also difficult. If the Devonian magnetic field was truly weak or exceptional, the only way to increase our understanding of it is by collating and considering all results that have, thus far, been considered ‘negative’. We emphasise the need for more studies and encourage scientists to publish their Devonian paleomagnetic results even if they are complex or appear unreliable. We also stress the risk associated with over-interpreting results and invoking peculiar regional tectonics or significant episodes of true polar wander, as it can be complicated afterwards to assess the data underlying these
explanations. We think that the conventional view on the Devonian as ‘all overprint’ is unlikely to be the sole explanation for the scarcity of good Devonian paleomagnetic results, as overprinting cannot explain the presence of directional groups or extreme directional scatter.

8. Did the field have an impact on life in the Devonian?

The Devonian was a time of many biotic crises, particularly the Middle and Late Devonian (Figure 22). Becker et al., (2016) categorise the biotic crises based on their severity, with first order events the most severe mass extinctions, down to fourth order events in which there was a disappearance of fewer, but widespread groups in response to a global trigger. Other events during the Devonian were faunal blooms, radiations and sudden spreads of organisms linked to transgressions. There has been much debate on the causes of the Late Devonian mass extinctions, with a variety of suggested triggers, including explosive volcanism, global warming, global cooling, or a multi-causal process, due to the fact that the events themselves consist of multiple steps (e.g. Aretz, 2021; Boyer et al., 2021; Fields et al., 2020; Kaiho et al., 2021; Marshall, 2020; McGhee and Racki, 2021; Paschall et al., 2019).

Recently, the study of Marshall et al. (2020) has linked the terrestrial phase of the Hangenberg event at the Devonian-Carboniferous boundary to an increase in ultraviolet (specifically, UV-B) radiation, which they hypothesize to be caused by an increase in convective transport of ClO (chlorine monoxide) through global warming. Fields et al. (2020) dispute this cause and have instead suggested that the increase in UV-B radiation during the Hangenberg event could have been caused by supernovae. Another proposed mechanism for partial destruction of the ozone layer is by explosive volcanism (e.g. Kutterolf et al., 2013; Self, 2015). Volcanism has been often invoked to be a main factor in end Devonian biotic crises, but there has been considerable discussion on which volcanic province was responsible (e.g. Racki, 2020). There are several candidates, such as the large igneous province of the Viluy traps in Siberia, the Kola traps in Russia and the Pripyat-Dniepr-Donets province (Kravchinsky, 2012) (see also Fig. 22). Sudden increases in UV-B radiation reaching the surface of the Earth have also been linked to a weak shielding of the Earth’s atmosphere by the magnetic field (e.g. Meert et al., 2016). Earth’s magnetic field protects the atmosphere by deflecting charged particles coming from the sun. When the magnetic field is weak, the solar wind is not deflected to the same extent, and can reach the upper atmosphere, where they interact with the ozone layer. These charged particles dissociate N₂ and O₂, which contributes to the formation of NOₓ and HOₓ in the middle atmosphere, which in turn are key in the depletion of stratospheric ozone (e.g. Meert et al., 2016; Vogt et al., 2007). The depletion of the ozone layer increases UV-B radiation reaching Earth’s surface.

Understanding whether the weak field during Devonian allowed for increased penetration of charged solar particles into the atmosphere (relative to the present day or Phanerozoic average) requires understanding the strength and shape of the Devonian magnetosphere and its concomitant magnetic shielding. One means for quantifying the degree of magnetospheric shielding by the geomagnetic field is to determine the distance of the magnetopause, the point at which solar wind pressure is balanced by the magnetic field. This can provide a first-order approximation of the degree of magnetic shielding; here we use the assumptions that virtual dipole moments represent a strictly dipole field, and that non-dipole contributions to field (both instantaneous and secular variation) resemble the present day field. These are conservative assumptions which are expected to maximize the estimated magnetic shielding during the Devonian (following the approach of Tarduno et al., 2010). The resulting magnetopause estimates are presented in Figure 21b.

The present day magnetopause is observed to be \(~\sim 10\) Earth radii (\(R_E\)); under normal conditions, this value can fluctuate on annual time scales by \(\leq 1\) \(R_E\) due to changes in the location of the magnetic pole relative to the spin axis. Estimated magnetic standoff distance during the Early Devonian is consistent with the standoff distance for the long-term Phanerozoic average (~8 \(R_E\)). During the Late Devonian nadir in field strength, the standoff distance was reduced to \(\sim 4\)–\(5\) \(R_E\). This distance is comparable to, or less than, the standoff distance minima observed during the Halloween 2003 event, a solar storm event which resulted in sufficient penetration of charged particles to generate auroras at low latitudes and disrupt the electrical grid in Sweden (Rosenqvist et al., 2005). However, unlike the Halloween 2003 event, which lasted on the order of days and can be seen as an ephemeral reduction in shielding, the standoff distance estimated for the Late Devonian represents the average standoff for millions to tens of millions of years. This reduction in shielding could be further exacerbated by magnetic storms and coronal mass ejections during the Devonian. Typical space weather can reduce the present-day magnetopause by \(~1\)–\(2\) \(R_E\) (Voigt, 1995), with greater reduction during more extreme events (e.g., Halloween 2003 event). If the paleomagnetosphere during the Devonian was substantially weaker and potentially less dipolar, as suggested by the paleomagnetic data, then shielding reductions during space weather events could be greater.

An additional property of the paleomagnetosphere is the magnetic polar cap: the region defined by open dipole field lines, inside which charged solar ions are funnelled towards Earth’s surface. A second-order consequence of the polar cap is the occurrence of polar auroras at the lower latitudinal boundary of the polar cap. If the time-averaged paleomagnetic field is assumed to be fairly GAD-like during the Late Devonian, the lower bound of the polar cap (\(\lambda_p\)) and its surface area, can be estimated (following the approach of Siscoe and...
Chen (1975); see Supplementary file S8). During the Early Devonian, the median $\lambda_P$ is estimated to be 68.9° (with an interquartile range spanning 66.2° to 69.5°; see Figure 23a) which is somewhat lower than the present day latitude (71.9°; Siscoe and Chen, 1975) and suggests an increase in the relative surface area of the polar cap of $\sim$1.5 times the present day shielding (Fig. 23b). Once the field was reduced during the Late Devonian, the polar cap extended further southward to 63.7° (with an interquartile range spanning 61.8° to 65.0°; see Figure 23c). This represents an increase in the surface area (relative to today) of a factor of $\sim$2 (Fig. 23c), broadening the region where Earth’s atmospheric ozone could be eroded due to dissociation of $\text{N}_2$ and $\text{O}_2$.

Fig. 23 - Polar cap angle $\lambda_P$ (left) and area relative to present day polar cap (right) estimated for each site V(ADM). Dashed vertical lines mark median value. A and B: early Devonian (380-420 Ma); C and D: late Devonian (340-380 Ma).

If the time-averaged field was substantially different from GAD, it is probable that the standoff distance would be reduced and the meaningfulness of the polar cap description (with associated $\lambda_P$) would diminish. As the contribution of a quadrupolar field increases relative to the dipole moment (a scenario representing the longest wavelength description of the non-dipole field), it is expected that $\lambda_P$ could migrate upwards of $\sim$10° towards the equator (Vogt et al., 2007). In a more extreme departure from GAD, models of the paleomagnetosphere during a simulated geomagnetic reversal (Stadelmann, 2004) suggest all latitudes could be susceptible to large flux of charged particles during an extended, weak non-dipolar field.

We hypothesise that the magnetic field during the Devonian was in such a weak and unstable state as to constitute a substantial additional hazard for life at this time. With our current knowledge, it is hard to estimate the contribution a weak magnetic field had in biotic crises in the Devonian. The field could have triggered specific biotic crises associated with its long-term secular variation (i.e. on the $10^5$-$10^6$ year timescale), or its longer-term state (i.e. on the $10^7$-$10^8$ year timescale) could have been a constant factor that enabled other triggers to have a bigger impact on the biosphere. Based on all the evidence from paleointensity studies, we know that Earth’s magnetic field was extremely weak during the Devonian, and possibly periodically had a non-dipolar configuration. Life during the Devonian thus might have been continuously ‘on the edge’ because of the weak protection of the atmosphere by the magnetic field, which meant that other triggers such as volcanism could have more easily enabled biological crises. The weak magnetic field could thus
be one of the influencing factors in the multi-causal model that is favoured for the Late Devonian biotic crises (Racki, 2020). However, it is also possible that the field during the Devonian directly enabled biological crises through depletion of the ozone layer, which allowed more UV-B radiation to reach Earth’s surface. Although it would be expected that malformed spores would be more widespread, and associated with other parts of the Devonian, instead of in distinctive intervals as the study of Marshall et al. (2020) suggests.

Future studies might provide perspectives on the causes for ozone depletion by looking at the duration of increased UV-B radiation, and assessing if there is evidence for UV-B radiation in the Early and Middle Devonian. The timescales on which UV-B radiation interacts with life on Earth, and the latitudes for which this effect is greatest are different for different causes of ozone layer depletion. For explosive volcanism, Self (2015) mentions that the increase in UV-B radiation reaches high and mid-latitudes, and the effect lasts for a few years after the explosive eruption. Fields et al. (2020) discuss the scenario presented by Marshall et al. (2020), and note that the effect of the proposed mechanism would last only a few weeks. While the timescales associated with the Earth’s magnetic field are highly variable (hours to millions of years), we think it is most plausible that the field was extremely weak for several tens of millions of years, as suggested by Hawkins et al. (2020), and thus acted as a continuous stressor.

9. Future work on the paleomagnetism of Devonian rocks

Despite substantial amount of effort being expended, the body of knowledge concerned with most aspects of paleomagnetism in the Devonian remains small with respect to other geologic periods. Negative results are seldom published so it is likely that there may have been many more attempts at obtaining magnetostratigraphic records and other paleomagnetic data from Devonian rocks than the ones cited here. The timing of polarity changes during the Devonian remains uncertain. Furthermore, paleopole constraints on paleogeography through the Devonian are fragile and prone to controversial interpretations, a situation which is unfortunate. A Devonian GPTS would fill in a significant part of the Paleozoic gap in the timescale. It would have great utility in high resolution global correlation, since the Devonian was a time of many global crises, including one of the ‘big five’ mass extinctions. For the study of the Earth’s magnetic field, polarity records for the Devonian would allow assessment of the reversal frequency of an interval of some 60 million years duration. Reversal frequencies for other periods in geological history are a key constraint on the operation and evolution of the geodynamo with strong implications for mantle-forcing potentially linked to surface processes (e.g. Amit and Olson, 2015; Hounslow et al., 2018). Obtaining reliable Devonian paleopoles would be of huge benefit to precisely constrain paleolatitudes of the continents, and significantly improve paleogeographic reconstructions.

Presently, the creation of a GPTS for the Devonian appears to be a task that may take several more decades of study to resolve. If the field in the Devonian was indeed multipolar in certain intervals, creating a GPTS for those intervals may be impossible, as it is reliant on the field being dipolar. To further understand the enigmatic field in the Devonian, we need more paleomagnetic data tightly linked to detailed stratigraphic-based studies both on sediments and volcanic rocks. Our study of Devonian paleomagnetism raises rather more questions than it answers. We hope that our study will incite new paleomagnetic studies on Devonian rocks, in order to improve this situation. Furthermore, if studies can demonstrate, as we have attempted here, that the lack of conventional utility of a paleomagnetic dataset cannot readily be ascribed to the recording medium, then this serves as a direct test of the central hypothesis outlined here. In any case, we urge the need for authors to supply their full data with the publications. Currently, many of the old data is difficult to assess, as they lack supplementary information.

Studies on (malformed) spores could also aid in assessing burial temperatures, and thus are a useful tool in assessing the likelihood of overprinting of the paleomagnetic signal. Marshall et al., (2020) mention that the thermal maturity of the spores in their studied section indicates a burial temperature of 107°C, a temperature
at which it is likely that the paleomagnetic signal could be preserved. Future studies could focus on determining when the weak field period ended and the magnetic field recovered. It is likely that this is sometime during the Carboniferous, as many Devonian data seem to have late Carboniferous overprints. Data from the Kiaman superchron generally seems robust, indicating that the field must have recovered by then. On the older side, we should look at the latest times for which paleomagnetic data show good results. The Silurian is also generally problematic for paleomagnetism, suggesting that the magnetic field may have also recorded a weak field interval prior to the Devonian, following the weak field interval observed during the Ediacaran (Bono et al., 2019).

If the field was indeed extremely weak and the reduction in magnetic shielding had an influence on life on Earth, there might be more indications for increased UV-B radiation found in the biological record of the Devonian (e.g. Marshall et al., 2020). We suggest that this could be an interesting target for future studies. If there is no evidence for increased UV-B radiation beyond the Late Devonian, this would imply that either the field was weaker or different in the Late Devonian compared to the Early and Middle Devonian, or the field was not a determining factor in the increase in UV-B radiation. Another intriguing question is whether the field could have had an impact on oceanic anoxia, perhaps through a link with partial destruction of the ozone layer, which would have been accompanied by a depletion of oxygen in the atmosphere (e.g. Meert et al., 2016; Vogt et al., 2007). The reverse has already been suggested for the Mesozoic, in which ocean anoxia ended through enrichment of atmospheric oxygen (e.g. Baker et al., 2017; Tsandev and Slomp, 2009).

Another major avenue of future work will be to investigate the mechanism behind the weak field period in the Paleozoic. Studies that modelled the geodynamo have suggested that the formation of the inner core would have caused the field to increase in strength (Driscoll, 2016). A recent estimate for inner core nucleation placed it at 565 Ma (Bono et al., 2019) but the actual timing remains highly contested (Biggin et al., 2015; Kodama et al., 2019; Smirnov et al., 2016; Sprain et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2020). Furthermore, the theoretically plausible range is extremely broad (~400-1800 Ma) and encompasses the Devonian (Davies et al., 2015).

While it is therefore not implausible that a weak field existed in the Devonian because of marginal thermal convection ahead of inner core nucleation (in a scenario similar to that advocated by Bono et al., 2019, but ~150 Myr later), other explanations exist. In the last 200 Myr, the paleomagnetic field is observed to have undergone a long-term cyclic change, plunging into a hyper-reversing weak-field state in the Middle Jurassic, followed by a sharp recovery into the strong and stable Cretaceous Normal Superchron and subsequently monotonically destabilising over the last ca. 100 Myr (Biggin et al., 2012). Such an evolution is very likely linked to changes in conditions at the base of the mantle, influencing heat flow across the core-mantle boundary (CMB) that is ultimately responsible for driving the geodynamo (McFadden and Merrill, 1984). Since ~200 Myr may be an emergent timescale of mantle convection (Coltice et al., 2013), it is tempting to view the Devonian as analogous to the Middle Jurassic weak-field hyper-reversing state (but probably more extreme and longer lasting) in a similar ca. 200 Myr cycle occurring previous to the most recent one. In such a scenario, paleomagnetic behaviour again recovered sharply from this weak, unstable state and evolved quickly into a stable, strong superchron (in this case, the Kiaman).

There have been several recent attempts to explain cyclic variations in paleomagnetic behaviour under the assumption that mantle forcing of the geodynamo is the causative mechanism (Amit and Olson, 2015; Biggin et al., 2012; Hounslow et al., 2018). These have all assumed that weak-field, hyper-reversing behaviour such as that invoked for the Devonian occurs as a result of core-mantle heat flow being elevated, globally or equatorially, and/or being more heterogeneous in comparison to more stable intervals. Such distinct core-mantle conditions could be related to prior reductions in subduction flux (Hounslow et al., 2018), superplume growth (Amit and Olson, 2015), and/or episodes of true polar wander (Biggin et al., 2012). Biggin et al. (2012) originally assessed the possible effect of true polar wander on the geodynamo in the interval 0-300 Ma using...
the record of Torsvik et al. (2012). They inferred that, in the geodynamo’s frame of reference and assuming lowermost mantle heterogeneity similar to that observed today by seismology, core-mantle heat flow was elevated in the equatorial region at the time of the mid-Jurassic reversal hyperactivity. Their proxy for equatorial CMB heat flow potentially provided an explanation for magnetic reversal behaviour at this time and during the subsequent transition to a non-reversing state in the mid-Cretaceous. Here, we extend this analysis back in time using a 0-450 Ma record of true polar wander (Torsvik et al., 2014).
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**Fig. 24** – Time series since 450 Ma of average geomagnetic polarity reversal frequency (black line) and a proxy for average core-mantle heat flux in an equatorial band (red line). This analysis is identical to that reported in Biggin et al. (2020) but extended from 300 to 450 Ma using the true polar wander model of Torsvik et al. (2014). The proxy for equatorial heat flow is obtained from integrating seismic velocity anomalies (taken from Becker and Boschi, 2002) within a ±10° latitude band in the palaeomagnetic reference frame after performing rotations in the mantle reference frame to account for true polar wander. For full details of this analysis, the reader is directed to Biggin et al. (2020).

Remarkably, the extended analysis (Figure 24) describes a distinct minimum in the equatorial heat flow proxy in the middle part of the Kiaman Superchron as would be expected if true polar wander played a significant role in controlling reversal frequency in the late Palaeozoic. More pertinently, it also describes a strong peak spanning the Devonian and early Carboniferous, predicting a maximum in reversal frequency at this time. This analysis does not support that true polar wander can account for the entirety of observed changes in palaeomagnetic behaviour for the interval 0-450 Ma. Nevertheless, we consider the hypothesis, supported by this analysis, that true polar wander played a role in producing extreme palaeomagnetic field behaviour in the Devonian to be worthy of further testing with new datasets and simulations.

**10. Conclusions**

We have presented here new palaeomagnetic data from three sections, as well as a detailed review of the literature surrounding Devonian palaeomagnetism. This synthesis has yielded the primary conclusion that the geomagnetic field in the Devonian field was, on average, substantially different to that of most of the subsequent Phanerozoic. We have subsequently explored the implications of a weak and potentially less dipole-dominated magnetic field during this interval of geologic history and attempted to outline a clear direction for future research in this area.
Our newly acquired paleomagnetic data from three Devonian sections provide challenging results. The interpretation of the data is not straightforward, and strong overprints, both by Kiaman (Permo-Carboniferous reverse superchron) and recent fields, are evident. The remaining paleomagnetic signals are of varying quality due in parts to strong component overlap. The Blankenheim section in Germany shows Devonian-like directions of reverse polarity, which agrees with results from previous studies. However, as there are no field tests available, we cannot exclude the possibility that the obtained directions result from a mixture of a recent field and Kiaman overprint. Polish carbonates show results characteristic for a Devonian field of normal polarity, with several samples likely representing reverse polarity. Again, due to the absence of field tests, we cannot rule out that the reverse polarity is a mixture between a recent field and Kiaman overprint. The characteristic directions from the Hume Formation in Canada show extremely large scatter in addition to recent and Kiaman overprints, and we cannot interpret these in a meaningful way.

We have reviewed a significant part of the available paleomagnetic data in the Devonian, which shows that most data is problematic. Data show directional groups or extreme scatter in many cases. We urge for caution in using Devonian paleopoles for plate tectonic reconstructions, and argue for a revision of the geomagnetic polarity timescale presented for the Devonian, as essentially unknown throughout. We show that many more Devonian paleomagnetic studies are needed to resolve these issues. While there are still many uncertainties regarding the field in the Devonian, based on our review, it is plausible that the field was extremely weak and perhaps had a non-dipolar configuration. We consider it unlikely that any of the other reasons (e.g. pervasive overprinting, unsuitable lithologies, etc.) are the prime cause for the absence of high quality, unambiguous paleomagnetic data during this time period. We here pose the question whether the weak field poorly shielded life on Earth during the Devonian, and was a contributing factor to the many biotic crises in this period.

We strongly emphasise the need for more paleomagnetic data from the Devonian, in particular in the Early and Middle Devonian. There is a general lack of data in all paleomagnetic disciplines; paleopoles, magnetostratigraphy and paleointensity. The lack of paleopoles hampers accurate plate tectonic reconstructions through the Devonian, leading to uncertainty on climatic belts and paleogeographic reconstructions. Due to the lack of magnetostratigraphic data for the Devonian, we cannot assess reversal frequencies, which bear on the understanding of the evolution of the Earth’s core and magnetic field. Construction of magnetostratigraphic records is dependent on the nature of the field. If the field is indeed non-dipolar, as has been suggested, construction of a polarity record for parts of the Devonian would be impossible. Increasing the record of paleointensity data in the Devonian will allow assessment of the hypothesised relationship between the magnetic field, biotic crises and true polar wander.

**Supplementary materials**

*Data from this manuscript are available from the corresponding author upon reasonable request.*

All paleomagnetic directional data is supplied as .col files that can be opened in the interpretation portal of [www.paleomagnetism.org](http://www.paleomagnetism.org). Please note that for the Canada and Blankenheim samples, AF steps are in Gauss (10 Gauss = 1 mT).

S1 – Blankenheim interpreted directions. File can be opened in the interpretation portal of paleomagnetism.org.
S2 – Blankenheim interpreted directions table.
S3 – Poland interpreted directions. File can be opened in the interpretation portal of paleomagnetism.org.
S4 – Poland interpreted directions table.
S5 – Poland isothermal remanent magnetisation (IRM) curves of all samples.
S6 – Canada interpreted directions. File can be opened in the interpretation portal of paleomagnetism.org.
S7 – Canada interpreted directions table.
S8 – Supplementary methods.
– Paleofield strength and magnetopause standoff during the Devonian.
– Studies with Devonian paleointensity data included in analysis.
– Field strength and estimated magnetic standoff distance for Devonian data meeting strict selection criteria using $Q_P$ metrics: AGE+ALT+MD+DIR, $N_{INT} \geq 3$, and at least 3 sites per 1 Myr age bin. Figure description follows Fig. 21.
– Polar cap angle and relative area for data meeting strict selection criteria. Figure description follows Fig. 23.
– Field strength and estimated magnetic standoff distance for Devonian data meeting lax selection criteria using $Q_P$ metrics: $N_{INT} \geq 3$, and at least one site per 1 Myr age bin. Figure description follows Fig. 21.
– Polar cap angle and relative area for data meeting lax selection criteria. Figure description follows Fig. 23.
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